Buttplate, wax cast steel..................#BP-Hawk-SE-I
Our longest Hawken buttplate, for an early halfstock or fullstock Hawken Plains rifle. Flat enough to be comfortable with heavy loads, curved for secure hold. Use this buttplate on a flint or percussion rifle. Wax cast, this buttplate may be bent cold.
#BP-Hawk-SE-I wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate, wax cast steel or brass....#BP-Leman-1-I or B
Similar to a Hawken buttplate, but smaller, this buttplate is made for use on a replica Henry E. Leman Trade Rifle. The heel of the buttplate has a slight upward tip. This minor detail is found on antique examples. The top of the buttplate comb has a flat, gently break the edges of the flat when polishing. The toe has a very slight downward tip which creates a ellipse when viewed from the end. We offer a matching triggerguard, rod pipes, forend cap, capbox, and a full scale blueprint. Available in wax cast steel or brass.
#BP-Leman-1-I wax cast steel only $20.99
#BP-Leman-1-B wax cast brass only $26.50

Buttplate, steel or brass................#BP-Hawk-E-I or B
Our widest Hawken style buttplate, for large bore halfstock rifles. Styled like our classic late Hawken buttplate, but made wider to lessen recoil. Often used on fullstock Hawken flint or percussion rifles, which have our flat grip-rail triggerguard and sometimes carry a distinctive oval iron patchbox with “pineapple” finial. Wax casting.
#BP-Hawk-E-I wax cast steel only $21.99
#BP-Hawk-E-B wax cast brass only $27.50
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